Characteristic forms and geometric invariants
By SHIING-SHEN CHERN AND JAMES SIMONS* 1. Introduction This work, originally announced in [4] , grew out of an attempt to derive a purely combinatorial formula for the first Pontrjagin number of a 4-manifold. The hope was that by integrating the characteristic curvature form (with respect to some Riemannian metric) simplex by simplex, and replacing the integral over each interior by another on the boundary, one could evaluate these boundary integrals, add up over the triangulation, and have the geometry wash out, leaving the sought after combinatorial formula.
This process got stuck by the emergence of a boundary term which did not yield to a simple combinatorial analysis. The boundary term seemed interesting in its own right and it and its generalization are the subject of this paper.
The Weil homomorphism is a mapping from the ring of invariant polynomials of the Lie algebra of a Lie group, G, into the real characteristic cohomology ring of the base space of a principal G-bundle, cf. [5] , [7] . The map is achieved by evaluating an invariant polynomial P of degree 1 on the curvature form Q of a connection, 0, on that bundle, and obtaining a closed form on the base, P(Q1). Because the lift of a principal bundle over itself is trivial, the forms P(Q1) are exact in the bundle. Moreover, in a way that is canonical up to an exact remainder one can construct a form TP (8) on the bundle such that d TP(8) = P(Q1). Under some circumstances, e.g., dim P(Q1) > dim base, P(Q1) = 0 and TP(8) defines a real cohomology class in the bundle.
Our object here is to give some geometrical significance to these classes.
In ? 2 we review standard results in connection theory. In ? 3 we construct the forms TP (8) and derive some basic properties. In particular we
show that if deg P = n and the base manifold has dim 2n -1 that the forms TP (8) lead to real cohomology classes in the total space, and, in the case that P(Q1) is universally an integral class, to R/Q characteristic numbers. Both the class above and the numbers depend on the connection.
In ? 4 we restrict ourselves to the principal tangent bundle of a * Work done under partial support of NSF Grants GP-20096 and GP-31526.
forms of conformally related Riemannian metrics then P(Q1) _ P(Q'1). Moreover, if P(Q1) = 0 then TP (8) and TP(8') determine the same cohomology class and thus define a conformal invariant of M. In ? 5 we examine the question of conformal immersion of an n-dim manifold into Rn+k. We show that a necessary condition for such an immersion is that in the range i> [k/2] the forms Pi (Q2$) = 0, and the classes {(1/2) TP1 (8)} be integral classes in the principal bundle. Here Pi is the jth inverse Pontrjagin polynomial. In ? 6
we apply these results to 3-manifolds.
In a subsequent paper, [3] , by one of the present authors and J. Cheeger, it will be shown that the forms TP(8) can be made to live on the manifold below in the form of "differential characters". These are homomorphisms from the group of smooth singular cycles into R/Z, subject to the restriction that on boundaries they are the mod Z reduction of the value of a differential form with integral periods evaluated on a chain whose boundary is the given one. These characters form a graded ring, and this ring structure may be exploited to perform vector bundle calculations of geometric interest.
We are very happy to thank J. Cheeger, W. Y. Hsiang, S. Kobayashi, J. Roitberg, D. Sullivan, and E. Thomas for a number of helpful suggestions.
2. Review of connection tbeory* Let G be a Lie group with finitely many components and Lie algebra 9.
Let M be a Co oriented manifold, and {E, M} a principal G-bundle over M with projection w: E -d M. Rg: E n E will denote right action by g e G. If {E', M'} is another principal G-bundle and p: E E' is a Co map commuting with right action, p is called a bundle map. Such a map defines P: M-e M', and the use of the same symbol should lead to no confusion.
Let {E,, B0} be a universal bundle and classifying space for G. B0 is not a manifold. Its key feature is that every principal G-bundle over M admits a bundle map into {E0, B0}, and any two such maps of the same bundle are homotopic. If A is any coefficient ring, u e Hk(B0, A), and a = {E, M}, then the characteristic class u(a) e Hk (M, A) is well-defined by pulling back u under any bundle map. Since G is assumed to have only finitely many components it is well-known that (2.1) H21'(B0, R) 0 0 all 1.
We finally recall that EG is contractible.
* This chapter summarizes material presented in detail in [7] . 'P A *(x1, , Xk+k ) = Reshuff1eU(7)(P(X,1 , x k) (0 1r(xlk+l 9 zk+k )
If p E Skl(E) and * E Ak'l(E) define
[(by *]$19 9 Xk+k') =EShuffle "(7:)['P ($:r 9 0 ;rXk)9 *(X,-k+19 X 7-k+k') Let P be a polynomial of degree 1 and 'p E Ak l(E). Then P(q') = Po p is a real valued k-form on E. The following are elementary
where 'p 1 _Ak',l' p e Ak",l" and in the first three lines 1= I' 1.
If P e IF(G) then differentiating the invariance condition shows (2.9) '1 (-t)kl+ +kiP(r, A *. A [*i, (PI A *. A A 0) 0
where vi E Aki l(E) and 'p e AJl1(E).
For e e E, let T(E)e denote the tangent space of E at e and V(E)e {x G T(E)e I dw(x) = 0}. V(E)e is called the vertical space, and may canonically identified with 9. If x E V(E)e we let x E 9 denote its image is real valued, invariant and horizontal, and so uniquely defines a 21-form on M whose lift is P(QI). We will also denote this form on M by P(QI).
Formulae (2.11) and (2.9) immediately show this form is closed.
THEOREM 2.12 (Weil homomorphism). Let a = {E, M, d} be a principal G-bundle with connection, and let Pe II(G). Then P(Q1) e W(P)(a);
i.e., P(QI) represents the characteristic class corresponding to the universal Weil image of P.
For some of the calculations in the sections that follow it will be convenient to have classifying bundles equipped with connections. To do this we use a theorem of Narasimhan-Ramanan [10] . We introduce the category Proof. Set f(t) = P(qp). Then f(O) 0 and f(1) P(Q1). Thus
On the other hand,
by the structural equation (2.10). Now using (2.10), (2.11), and (2.4)
Plugging this into the formula above and using the invariance formula (2.9)
on the last piece we get The form TP(O) can of course be written without the integral, and, in fact, setting
The operation which associates to a e s(G) the form TP (8) where in all these equations we mean the real image of the integral cohomology. The following proposition will provide a proof of this, but also will give us some extra understanding of the form TP(0) when Pe Il(G).
For a real number a let it e R/Z denote its reduction, and similarly for any real cochain or cohomology class -will denote its reduction mod Z.
The Bockstein exact sequence (3.14) ' Hi(X, Z) ) Hi(X, R) ?2`4 H'(X, R/Z) Hi+'(X, Z)
shows that a real class, U, is an integral class if and only if U = 0. For X any manifold and A any coefficient group we let C(X, A) denote the cochain group with respect to the group of smooth singular chains. If 9 is a differential form on X then p e C(X, R), and by '9 e C(X, R/Z) we mean its reduction mod Z as a real cochain. The proposition then follows in general by choosing a morphism p: c a'
and taking u = *(u). F
We note that (3.13) and hence (3.12) follow directly from this. We also note that for these special polynomials, the classes {TP(0)}, when they exist, have the property that their mod Z reductions are already lifts. That Thus from (3.14) {TP(0)} is the image of an integral class.
Conformal invariance
In this section we suppose G = Gl(n, R). 9 consists of all n x n matrices, and we define the basic invariant polynomials Q1, Qn, Proof. The first fact is well known and is one way to prove Q21+, e Ker
Our assumption on 0 is that there is an 0(n) subbundle F z E such that at each f e F, H(E)f 9 T(F)f, or equivalently that at all x tangent to F, 
Tj= 38id(ho7) + Ei(how)()j -Ej(ho ir)(ot
Proof. This is a standard computation, and is perhaps most easily done by using the formula for the Riemannian connection in terms of covariant differentiation (cf. [7] ). It is easily seen how the connection changes under conformal change of metric, and one then translates this result back into bundle terminology. Formula (5.9) shows Pi = -P -P._1Pf-, -PiPL1. Proposition 3.7
shows that TP1(6) = -TPi(0) + terms involving curvature. Thus for any a = {E, M, d} e (O(n)) (5.10) TP-(6) Em = TP (0) I Em.
We now define the real Grassmann manifold, Gn,k, the real Stiefel manifold E,,k, and the canonical connection 0 on {El,k, Gn,k} exactly as i the complex case. We set al,k = {Enk, Gn,k, 60} es(O(n)). We first consider the case k = 0, i.e., E,,o = 0(n), EnO(c) = U(n), and ga: 0(n) U(n) is the natural map. We consider the diagram H*(U(n)) 90* H*(O(n)) H * (Bu()) P) H * (Bo*)) and note that it is commutative. The Bockstein exact sequence of cohomo- where w: U(n+k) -U(n+1)/U(k) = Enk(c), and w: 0(n+k)-0(n+k)/0(k) = Enk are the quotient maps. It is known, cf. [2] , that the w* on the right is injective. Thus, since the image of the lower Ap* is zero from our special case, so is that of the upper A*. This completes the proof of the lemma and the proposition follows. D By restricting this proposition to the fibre and using (5.10) and (3.11) we obtain the well-known fact that (5.13) 1 { TP,} E H"t-(O(n), Z) 2 The polynomials Pi and P~ were considered on the Lie algebra of 0(n), but they also live on that of Gl(n, R), and pull back under 0(n) Gl(n, R).
We will also denote these by Pi, Pi e I,'(Gl(n, R)). Remark. This theorem is probably of interest only for the codimension k < n/2. This is because if k > n/2 our condition i > [k/2] already implies Pi (Q2") = 0 for dimension reasons, and the corresponding class, { TPt' (a)}, i independent of connection (see Theorem 3.9). At the same time Corollary 3.17 already shows that {TP1(6)} e H'i-'(E(M), Z), and it seems likely that the same is true for {(1/2) TPt (6)}. shown by Schouten, cf. [6] , that &R 0_ if and only if {M, g} is locally conformally flat; i.e., if and only if each point of M has a neighborhood conformally equivalent to R3. For example, S3 is locally conformally flat. This fact is peculiar to 3-manifolds, since the integrability condition for local conformal flatness in higher dimensions involves no derivatives of curvature.
We, therefore, conclude COROLLARY 6.14. g e C(M) is a critical point of JD if and only if {M, g} is locally conformally flat.
Kuiper, in [8] , has shown that compact {M, g} is locally conformally flat and simply connected if and only if {M, g} is conformally equivalent to Sn with the usual metric. We, therefore, conclude
